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Abstract6

The literature on the “resource curse” has made a strong point (in the-7

ory as well as empirically) that large incomes from resource endowments8

may have adverse effects on the growth prospect of a country. Conceiv-9

ably the income generated from emission permit allocations, as suggested10

in the context of international climate policy, could have a comparable11

impact. Such a “climate rent curse” has so far not been considered in12

the design of permit allocation schemes. In this study, we first deter-13

mine when to expect a climate rent curse conceptually by analyzing its14

potential channels. Then we use a numerical model to explore to what15

extend a climate rent curse would take effect, and investigate its con-16

sequences. Two of the underlying objectives for the design of permit17

allocation schemes are (a) fairness in burden sharing and (b) overcom-18

ing the free-ride incentives to participation in a climate agreement. We19

show that given a curse, permit allocation schemes may fail to address20

these objectives. This conclusion therefore poses a new trade-off within21

fighting global climate change: benefiting from the revenues induced by22

the new climate rent and in turn suffering from its adverse effects on the23
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respective economy.24
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1 Introduction29

In the past, resource rents have often caused more harm than good. There is30

empirical evidence that the inflow of revenues generated by natural resources31

is correlated with poor growth prospects. Since the seminal work of Sachs32

and Warner (1995), many have contributed to the literature (see Van der Ploeg,33

2011, for a detailed review), partly challenging the initial finding that there is a34

general ‘natural resource curse.’ Rather, in the more recent literature it becomes35

apparent that whether resources have a negative or positive influence on long36

term growth depends largely on numerous circumstances.37

While the available literature focuses on natural resources, rents induced by38

climate change mitigation policy might induce comparable negative effects on39

countries’ growth prospects. This seems particularly likely when mitigation40

policy is enforced by an international emissions trading scheme: Committing to41

a particular abatement goal, a net seller of emission permits generates revenues.42

These revenues constitute a ’climate rent’ whenever they are higher than the43

costs for abating emissions (Jakob et al., 2012).44

How emission allowances are allocated among market participants, e.g. based45

on population, GDP or historical emissions, majorly determines the scale of46

this rent for a particular country (Luderer et al., 2012b). Against the efficient47

distribution of emission reductions (which is the purpose of emission trading48

schemes) as a point of reference, allocations implicitly define transfers among49

the market participants. Equity considerations often recommend a per-capita50

allocation of permits or an allocation based on historical responsibility of emis-51

sions (Edenhofer et al., 2010b), thus favoring developing countries as the re-52

ceiving regions. As a consequence large scale climate rents occur in developing53

countries, which often lead to the fact that they are relatively well off in stud-54

ies assessing mitigations costs, sometimes even showing gains rather than costs55

for mitigating emissions (Calvin et al., 2012; Edenhofer et al., 2010a; Luderer56
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et al., 2012a). However, such analyses typically abstract from any adverse ef-57

fects of climate rents.58

Transfers are also prominent in the literature on climate coalitions and the in-59

centives of countries to engage in international cooperation. Coalitions are60

groups of nations that cooperate such that climate change is addressed effi-61

ciently. When such a coalition forms, transfers enable its members to share the62

gains of cooperation, possibly making cooperation more attractive for all mem-63

bers and thus achieving higher degrees of participation (see e.g. Brechet et al.64

2011, Altamirano-Cabrera and Finus 2006). To make a coalition self-enforcing,65

i.e. to make all members better off compared to free-riding, it is important to66

compensate countries with large abatement potentials in particular as they will67

carry a large burden for reasons of efficiency. Transfers to developing countries68

are therefore often introduced as a game changer also from a strategic point69

of view. Again, whether transfers include potentially adverse effects on the70

receiving economy has not yet been considered.71

In our analysis we discuss how the implications of distributing the climate rent72

change when potentially adverse effects of permit allocations (and the corre-73

sponding implicit transfers) are taken into account. Without, permit allocations74

are simply a trade-off between who gives and who receives (usually the more75

the better), but including a ‘climate rent curse’ adds a new trade-off between en-76

joying the revenues from emission permit sales and suffering from its adverse77

effects on the economy. The desire for large permit allocations is reduced, but78

it is a priori not obvious by how much, nor if receiving transfers via permit79

allocation remains beneficial at all.80

This paper combines insights from the resource curse literature with coalition81

theory by exploring the trade-off between additional revenues versus reduced82

growth and its implications for the success of self-enforcing climate agree-83

ments. The text is structured as follows: In the next section, we discuss whether84

and when to expect climate rents to cause adverse effects similar to a resource85

curse, addressing the three main channels of the resource curse: Dutch dis-86

ease, rent-seeking and volatility. Based on these insights we evaluate the trade-87

off posed by the “climate rent curse” in an extended version of the numerical88

Model of International Climate Agreements (MICA) (Lessmann et al., 2009).89

We present model runs with and without the curse and discuss the implications90

on coalition formation. Doing so we assume governments to be benevolent91
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who – under circumstances that will be discussed in the following sections –92

take a potential climate rent curse as given but consider it when taking their93

decisions.1 Finally, we will conclude and discuss our results in the last section.94

2 Resource Curse and the Climate Rent95

There is a broad empirical literature on the “curse” of owning abundant re-96

sources summarized in Van der Ploeg (2011). The pioneering work of Sachs97

and Warner (1995) has shown empirically that the growth rate of a country is98

negatively affected by increasing shares of resource exports in its economic99

output. Sachs and Warner test a linear relationship of resource export shares100

and a reduction of the growth rate in a cross country regression analysis. The101

coefficient of proportionality, ϕ , is a measure of the strength of this adverse102

effect. Empirical findings that this strength is substantial has triggered an ex-103

tensive body of research investigating its causation. Over time different chan-104

nels of the adverse effects caused by the resource income could be identified105

(prominently the so-called Dutch Disease, but also the quality of institutions,106

rent seeking and, more recently, price volatility). It is challenging to disentan-107

gle these effects and their share in the magnitude of ϕ , especially since their108

specific importance may differ from case to case. Yet the general finding that109

resource wealth is – under certain conditions – associated with surprisingly low110

or even negative growth rates, has proven very robust.111

In how far climate finance gives rise to comparable adverse effects depends112

(a) on the specific approach of financing emission mitigation, and (b) on the113

degree to which the channels of the resource curse apply to climate finance.114

The following section briefly explores the role of climate finance design for the115

susceptibility to adverse effects. In the main part of this section, we discuss116

whether the major channels of adverse effects applying for the “resource curse”117

are also relevant for a potential “climate rent curse.” Finally, we will shortly118

discuss how these results are dealt with in the remainder of the paper.119

1Relaxing this assumption might be a promising area of future research.
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2.1 Characterizing the Emission-Permit120

Whether climate finance may pose a threat to growth prospects depends largely121

on its institutional design, ranging from a carbon market (and all kinds of carbon122

market designs that are conceivable) to financing incremental mitigation costs,123

e.g. by a sovereign wealth fund (Jakob et al., 2012). Carbon markets are central124

to the design of the Kyoto Protocol, the prime example of international climate125

policy to date. They are also the default policy instrument in our numerical126

coalition model MICA, which we apply to evaluate the potential impact of the127

climate rent curse. Hence, this section focusses on the role of emission permits128

in the economy and their specific characteristics in order to relate its features to129

conventional resources. Taking into account other designs of climate finance,130

however, might change the results from our following analysis (see Jakob et al.131

2012 for a detailed discussion).132

When a carbon market with a stringent cap that limits the disposal space of133

the atmosphere is introduced, a CO2-permit will have a positive price. This134

will induce firms to implement abatement measures. In this sense the carbon135

market functions just like a tax on emissions: both instruments place value on136

the environmental good of mitigation. However, because the cap in the market137

creates an artificial scarcity, there are crucial differences between these two138

instruments in their economic characteristics.139

Different from a carbon tax, a carbon permit becomes a valuable asset in each140

economy because it will serve as the right to emit. As Benz and Trück (2009)141

argue in the context of the European market (EU-ETS), a CO2-permit enters142

the tradable commodity market when a firm’s emissions are already equal to its143

current permit holdings and production either needs be cut down or additional144

permits have to be purchased. Hence, permits are needed as a basic input factor145

to production (Benz and Trück, 2006): they can only be used once; they are146

substitutable by switching to a different, i.e. less carbon-intensive technology;147

arbitrary amounts can be traded, and the transport cost of permits is negligible.148

In this sense, permits exhibit considerable similarities to traditional resources.149

In addition to the aforementioned features, the scarcity of emission allowances150

creates new rents in the economies participating in the market. These new rents151

are substantial: Bauer et al. (2013) indicate that the carbon rent induced by152

stringent global climate policy even exceeds the rents from fossil fuels over153
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the next century. The design of the carbon market determines how these rents154

will be allocated: under free allocation of permits the entire rent is obtained155

by the producers. However, if permits are auctioned large parts will accrue156

to the government, raising public revenues like a tax, but at variable prices.157

Nevertheless, even in this case Kepper and Cruciani (2010) showed for the EU-158

ETS that there are still large rents remaining in the power sector.159

In order to determine the scale of the climate rent that accrues to a country160

(either to its producers or its government) in an international emissions trading161

scheme, it is crucial to determine the initial allocation of permits among the162

market participants. If the carbon market is integrated in space (Flachsland163

et al., 2009; Fankhauser and Hepburn, 2010b) and permits can be traded on the164

international level, the distribution of allowances may induce financial flows.165

If the allocation of emission permits exceeds a country’s Business-as-Usual166

level, the surplus can be sold. This is a crucial difference of using the quantity167

approach as compared to the price one: while for the implementation of a tax168

on emissions financial support could be implemented through direct transfers169

of money, in an emissions trading scheme the sale of surplus emissions induces170

financial flows indirectly. Much of our subsequent analysis will build on this171

feature: new rents can be realized through exporting permits in an international172

carbon market.173

There are crucial differences of carbon allowances and conventional resources174

as well. As the permit creates an artificial scarcity, political decisions will have175

a substantial influence on supply – and demand dynamics in a carbon market176

and thus on the comparability of a climate rent to other resource rents. Owners177

of conventional resources can decide independently when to sell their assets. In178

a carbon market, by contrast, permits could lose their value by governmental179

decision when a commitment period ends. However, the literature on carbon180

markets generally recommends to allow for banking of permits between com-181

mitment periods as efficiency would be increased in meeting the environmental182

target (Fankhauser and Hepburn, 2010a). As – from a natural sciences perspec-183

tive – there is considerable flexibility when to emit greenhouse gases and still184

meeting temperature targets (Meinshausen et al., 2009) one could also think of185

negotiating the total amount of carbon that should be allowed to be emitted until186

a particular time, e.g. 2050, and then allocating budgets to different countries187

(WBGU, 2009). In both cases permits would be tradable over a long time hori-188
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zon and could be sold by their holders whenever it seems appropriate to them189

in analogy to conventional resources.190

In conclusion, the introduction of an international carbon market has two im-191

portant implications inducing its comparability to conventional resources: it192

creates a scarcity that is connected to additional rents and the distribution of193

initial allowances defines the scale of trade between market participants and194

therefore induces financial flows indirectly.195

2.2 Channels of the ”Resource Curse” and Emission Permits196

A number of channels have been identified that can explain the effects of the197

resource curse in more detail. In the following we will highlight three of the198

most important ones – Dutch Disease, rent seeking and the role of institutions,199

and volatility – and discuss their severity assuming that a country would need200

to manage a climate rent.201

2.2.1 Dutch Disease202

An international carbon market will induce trade of permits until all market203

participants converge to the same marginal cost of abatement. The initial en-204

dowment of permits together with the efficient allocation determine who will205

be a net importer of the good, while an overallocation of allowances generates206

exports and constitutes a ’foreign exchange gift’ (Torvik, 2001) as permits are207

traded internationally.208

These additional exports can be provided at conceivably low costs and consti-209

tute a new source of income that enters the budget constraint for the exporters.210

However, such additional revenues have caused an appreciation of the real ex-211

change rate of resource exporting countries in the past and thus caused negative212

effects on the manufacturing sector (Corden and Neary, 1982; Corden, 1984),213

an effect that is often called Dutch Disease.214

The fundamental mechanism of this phenomenon is the so called ’spending ef-215

fect’ (Corden, 1984). Resource-, or carbon-, incomes will – if passed through216

to the population – lead to higher general wage levels, which would induce217

higher demand for traded and non-traded goods. As the latter cannot be im-218

ported, it would lead to higher demand for labor in the non-traded goods sector,219
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thus crowding out this production factor from the traded sector and causing its220

contraction. If productivity spillovers between firms in the exportable manu-221

facturing sector, e.g. through R&D or learning by doing, are the core driver of222

endogenous growth, the resource exporting country’s industrial structure can223

suffer a long-lasting effect of lower growth rates (Wijnbergen, 1984).224

However, the exact effects of Dutch Disease on the long term growth prospects225

of a country critically hinge on how labor and capital are allocated to an econ-226

omy’s resource-, traded- and non-traded sectors and whether the exported re-227

source is an input in the non-resource sectors by itself. The so called ’re-228

source movement effect’ (Corden and Neary, 1982) describes how factor inputs229

and output change with additional exports, which will determine the growth230

prospects along with long term adjustment effects due to changed productivities231

of all sectors. While empirical studies generally offer support for a contraction232

of the traded sector within a country after additional international revenue (see233

Van der Ploeg 2011 for a review), the exact long term consequences of an initial234

appriciation of the real exchange are country specific (Torvik, 2001).235

Summing it up, Dutch Disease effects are triggered by additional international236

revenues which will result from an inefficient initial allocation of permits in a237

carbon market. Spending effects will lead to a contraction of the traded sector238

while resource movement effects will induce country-specific consequences.239

Hence, the net result of the permit on growth rates can in this respect be am-240

biguous, with a tendency toward a negative influence.2241

2.2.2 Institutions, Rent Seeking and Governance242

Institutions play an important role whether resource inflows are beneficial for243

an economy or become a curse. Generally spoken, a resource bonanza gives244

incentives for productive entrepreneurs to involve in rent-seeking. Weak insti-245

tutions encourage rent-seeking activities and corruption, in turn leading to even246

worse institutions (Murphy et al., 1993). Given an aggregated demand external-247

ity income is lowered by more than the extra income from resources (Murphy248

et al., 1989). Additionally, Murphy et al. (1993) highlight that rent seeking249

hurts innovative activities, which are a main driver of growth in the long run.250

2The implementation of an international carbon tax would per se not lead to such adverse
effects. However, direct transfers of money in order to compensate certain countries would lead
to similar effects (Younger, 1992).
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In contrast to that, good institutions, e.g. characterized by a highly developed251

legal system and transparency, increase the likelihood that more people engage252

in productive activities rather than rent-seeking, now benefiting from the ag-253

gregated demand externality. It can also be shown empirically (Mehlum et al.,254

2006a,b) that countries with sufficiently good institutional quality have not ex-255

perienced a curse.256

To assess the impacts of the climate rent, we look at data on institutional qual-257

ity from WorldBank (2012) considering the various dimensions of institutional258

quality, voice and accountability, political stability, government effectiveness,259

regulatory quality, rule of law, and control of corruption. Data range from 2.5260

for very good institutional quality to -2.5 for very bad institutional quality. For261

countries that have managed to absorb resource incomes relatively well, as for262

example Botswana, Norway, Canada or the United States, governance indica-263

tors are positive for all categories, with the lowest value being 0.3 for political264

stability in the US, and mean values for the different categories ranging from265

0.91 to 1.84 (table 1).266

Table 2 analyzes global data of institutional quality aggregated to 11 world267

regions also used in model analyzes presented in later chapters.3 We find that268

developing and transitional regions, i.e. AFR, IND, LAM, MEA, OAS, RUS269

and CHN score negatively on almost all indicators.4 From an institutional point270

of view, this might be a strong indication that those regions will not have the271

necessary institutional quality to deal with the expectable inflows and thus can272

be expected to be prone to rent-seeking and related negative effects for the273

economy when receiving large permit revenues.274

The resource curse literature emphasizes that negative effects of resource in-275

comes, in particular rent-seeking, are inversely related to technological com-276

plexity of extracting, selling and transporting a particular resource at a given277

low level of institutional quality (Boschini et al., 2007). It can be shown empir-278

ically that natural point-sources as for example diamonds, but also coffee and279

cacao retard democratic and institutional development (Mavrotas et al., 2011).280

One major reason can be attributed to the fact that they fuel distributional con-281

flicts (Wick and Bulte, 2006; Schollaert and Van de Gaer, 2009). One could282

3For a detailed description of regions see table 7 in the Appendix.
4To aggregate the country level indicators to the regions used in our model, we take the

average weighted by population numbers.
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argue that permits fulfill characteristics that seem to facilitate rent seeking, be-283

ing presumably easy to extract as well as a point resource, at least when issued284

to governments (as for example done in the Kyoto Protocol). However, their285

exact nature depends on the institutional environment that is induced by a fu-286

ture carbon market design. Expert knowledge on the government level would287

be required in order to deal with administrating carbon accounts or international288

Measurement, Reporting and Verification (MRV) requirements. Due to interna-289

tional control, selling permits would probably be difficult on informal markets,290

diffusing one key argument for resources with a low complexity of extracting,291

selling and transporting facilitating rent-seeking activities. Also, permits do not292

necessarily fulfill the negative characteristics of point-resources. For instance,293

it is debatable whether permits administrated by a central government induce294

grievance by parts of the population that might not have access to the resource295

in the same way as it has been observed for other natural resources.296

The literature also identifies conflicts as an extreme form of rent seeking to be-297

come more likely with high resource incomes as the increased availability of298

finance makes rebellion feasible (Collier and Hoeffler, 2004). Risk of conflict299

increases initially along with resource income, but a high level of natural re-300

source income decreases the risk of war as governments are increasingly able301

to defend themselves, e.g. by increased military spending (Collier and Hoeffler,302

1998). The likelihood of conflict does not seem to be obviously increased by303

the climate rent itself. If we assume that governments are exclusively eligible304

to sell permits internationally, it would be difficult to sell permits on informal305

markets, thus potential warlords might not be rewarded. However, the probabil-306

ity of conflicts might be increased by a wider availability of funds in countries307

experiencing a climate finance bonanza. Also, it should be noted that permits308

in general as well as the international carbon market infrastructure are not safe309

from fraud, as experiences from the EU ETS have shown (Guardian, 2011;310

Bloomberg, 2013).311

Finally, the quality of institutions is also related to the governance dimension312

of resource incomes. Governments might be tempted (even when having good313

institutions with functioning checks and balances) to raise public expenditure314

to a degree that is unsustainable once resource incomes decrease or vanish.315

Hence, this might lead to a political lock-in into granted benefits, which is hard316

to overcome.317
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2.2.3 Volatility318

Prices of commodities have been shown to be more volatile than those of man-319

ufactures over the past centuries (Jacks et al., 2011). According to Van der320

Ploeg and Poelhekke (2009) and Van der Ploeg and Poelhekke (2010), an econ-321

omy that largely depends on volatile revenues from these resources exhibits322

increased macroeconomic variability. The induced instability of economic out-323

put in turn is responsible for reduced long term growth prospects: many studies324

(see e.g. the fundamental study by Ramey and Ramey, 1995) have concluded325

that macroeconomic volatility induces strong negative effects on the affected326

economies.327

This raises the question whether the volatility of permits might potentially be328

harmful for an economy. As for any other traded good, prices in a carbon market329

will be subject to fluctuations and therefore their sales will induce macroeco-330

nomic variability. The literature identifies two main sources of volatility: reg-331

ular causes from demand and supply, as well as political decisions. Benz and332

Trück (2006) as well as Feng et al. (2011) investigate the EU-ETS and identify333

temperature, variable fuel prices and fluctuations in economic growth as the334

main drivers of volatility. Additionally, governmental intervention like renew-335

able subsidies, nuclear phase-outs and the initial permit allocation influence the336

variability as well as the trend of prices.337

In order to assess the magnitude of these fluctuations, it is worthwhile to com-338

pare the volatility of European Union Allowances (EUAs) – exemplary for car-339

bon markets – with those of other internationally traded commodities. The340

comparison has to be taken with caution as the time range of the data is short341

for EUAs and the results are only valid for the European market. Building on342

the methodology of Jacks et al. (2011) table 3 shows that the volatility of EU-343

ETS prices is comparable to that of crude oil and minerals while being almost344

double that of steel. This first look at the data suggests permits to exhibit a345

variability comparable to typical resources having caused negative effects in346

the past.347

When considering an international agreement and the setup of an integrated348

carbon market, the nature and design of the market will influence the extend of349

volatility. Combining heterogeneous countries into one carbon market would350
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Table 3: Volatilities of specific goods

Good Volatility

EUAsa,b 0.099c

Crude oila 0.102d

Steela 0.042d

All Commodities 0.080e

Food 0.084e

Agricultural raw materials 0.061e

Minerals ores and metals 0.099e

a Volatilities are calculated as in Jacks et al.
(2011) as the standard deviation of logged
monthly price ratios, that is, the standard de-
viation of the percentage changes in price
over a given period
b December 12
c ECX, 2012; 51 observations, 2008–2012
d Index Mundi, 2012; 51 observations, 2008–
2012
e Jacks et al. 2011; 2005–2008

likely decrease the volatility of the price.5 Shocks from changes in the initial351

supply of permits will probably be moderate once an international agreement352

is in place, but still possible. Thus, market integration would probably lead353

to decreasing volatility, while the regular causes of instability (business cycles,354

technology shocks, fuel prices) remain.355

In addition, the intertemporal design of the market will also be crucial in de-356

termining prices: Experiences from the first phase of the EU-ETS have shown357

that the absence of banking at the end of the commitment period can have sig-358

nificant influences on the price level leading to a highly increased volatility.6359

Therefore, taking advantage of the freedom in when to emit, variability of the360

carbon price could be greatly reduced by increasing the duration of the commit-361

ment periods or allowing for banking between them (see also Fankhauser and362

Hepburn 2010a).363

Next to the volatility of prices implied to an economy it is also important to take364

the overall volatility of an economy into account. Van der Ploeg and Poelhekke365

(2010) find that the magnitude of the negative impact of resource revenues is366

5Jacks et al. (2011) show that world market integration has a positive impact on the stability
of commodity prices.

6In the case of the EU ETS a remarkable decrease of the permit price was observed towards
the end of the first commitment period.
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dependent on the general level of economic variability and the respective insti-367

tutions in place. If financial markets are less developed, the instability of the368

growth rate leads to an inefficient increase in the interest rate and also to restric-369

tions in borrowing. As a consequence, innovation and therefore growth become370

hampered for these countries causing the adverse effects shown empirically.371

In order to identify which regions are vulnerable to volatile permit prices, table372

4 considers two indicators for financial development, as in Van der Ploeg and373

Poelhekke (2009) and Van der Ploeg (2011): first domestic credit to the private374

sector as a share of GDP and second money and quasi money as a share of375

GDP. Using the regional aggregation that was introduced in the previous sec-376

tion, both indicators show that AFR, IND, LAM, MEA, OAS, and RUS are least377

developed financially, which largely coincides with their volatility. Adding ad-378

ditional fluctuations by exportable permits will – based on historic experiences379

– likely cause AFR, MEA, ROW and RUS to exhibit significantly lower growth.380

Since IND and LAM currently exhibit fairly low volatility, the influence of ad-381

ditional varying climate rents would arguably be less severe in their cases. For382

ROW the indicators do not lead to a sharp conclusion, which can be explained383

by the regional aggregation combining countries that are structurally very dif-384

ferent. CHN, EUR, JPN, and USA are most developed financially and will thus385

likely be able to absorb volatile climate rents relatively well.386

2.3 Vulnerable Players387

The discussion so far has emphasized that the adverse effects from conventional388

resources strongly depend on the characteristics of the individual countries. For389

two out of the three channels, institutions/governance and volatility, their like-390

lihood to take effect can be specified along the characteristics from tables 2391

and 4. This would leave some players only to be affected by Dutch Disease, a392

channel with its net effect in specific cases possibly also positive.393

We thus summarize the findings from above to specify a "vulnerability to a394

climate finance curse". Only for these vulnerable players the value of ϕ , the395

strenth of the curse, will be greater than zero in our numerical model. The396

conclusion is straightforward for EUR, JPN, and USA as the individual findings397

for institutions and volatility indicate that a curse is unlikely to take place in398

these regions. For AFR, MEA, OAS, and RUS both channels are likely to399
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cause negative effects. The characteristics of IND and LAM only suggest a400

tendency toward adverse effects of receiving a climate rent as especially the401

macroeconomic volatility is low. Nevertheless, we presume that overall a curse402

is more likely to take place . ROW, and CHN are ambiguous when summarizing403

both channels and we will proceed with assuming no curse to take effect for404

these two regions.405

3 The Climate Rent Curse in a Coalition Formation406

Model407

In order to derive a quantitative estimate for the trade off between receiving ad-408

ditional revenues through the climate rent and experiencing its adverse effects409

on the economy as discussed in the previous section, we use the Model of Inter-410

national Climate Agreements (MICA).7 MICA is a simple dynamic model of411

the world’s major economies and the global climate system that can be solved412

for different degrees of cooperation on climate change mitigation. This section413

summarizes the essentials of the model; the technical details of model equations414

and solution techniques are found in the appendix.415

3.1 Model Regions and Equilibrium416

MICA differentiates eleven world regions, which are set up to include the ma-417

jor global players in climate policy. Table 7 gives details on the aggregation.418

We assume free market economies in all regions, modeled by the maximization419

of a social welfare function by a representative agent.8 Climate change dam-420

ages are an international externality, which is not internalized when the regions421

maximize just their welfare (non-cooperatively). The outcome of the global422

economy is then inefficient. This is prevented when regions cooperate in an423

international climate agreement (coalition), and consequently climate change424

damages of the signatories are internalized by a maximization of their aggre-425

gate social welfare. Cooperation may be full, comprising all regions in a grand426

7MICA has been introduced and used in Lessmann et al. (2009); in this paper we present an
updated version with heterogeneous players calibrated to real world regions.

8We can interpret the solution of this optimization as a market equilibrium because there are
no market imperfections on the regional level, and therefore the market equilibrium will be the
same efficient allocation as this social planner optimization.
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coalition, or partial, in which case the aggregate welfare of the coalition is max-427

imized while non-signatories maximize their individual welfare.428

We are particularly interested in climate agreements that are self-enforcing in429

the sense that its signatories form a stable coalition, where no member would430

be better off if she left the treaty (internal stability) and no non-member would431

rather join (external stability). As external stability has been identified not to432

be the main bottleneck of coalition formation (Dellink, 2011), we will focus on433

internal stability in the following analysis.434

Technically, this implies that the stability function, measuring the difference of a435

regions welfare as a member of the coalition minus her welfare as a free-rider to436

the remaining coalition after she defects, is positive for all members. Formally,437

the agreement is the first stage in a two stage game: a game of membership in438

the agreement followed by the decision of economic strategies in the second439

stage. The equilibrium is solved by a Nash equilibrium in economic strategies440

in the second (termed a partial agreement Nash equilibrium, cf. Chander and441

Tulkens, 1995), and by coalition stability in the first stage.442

Economic Strategies443

A region’s social welfare aggregates the discounted utility of its population over444

time, where utility is a function of per capita consumption. Regions produce445

and consume a single good using capital and labor as input factors. Therefore,446

the central decision is how much to consume at a given point in time. The447

remainder of the domestic product is then either reinvested in capital for future448

production, exported internationally, or used to finance emission mitigation.449

Net exports must balance over the modeled time horizon, all other expenditures450

are subject to budget constraints at every point in time.451

Global warming is driven by carbon-dioxide emissions, which are modeled as452

a side effect of production. A climate module computes the increase in global453

mean temperature that arises from aggregate emissions. The loop with the econ-454

omy is closed by a climate change damage function which translates tempera-455

ture rise into a fraction of domestic product that is lost. Climate change mit-456

igation takes the form of an aggregate mitigation option that allows reducing457

emissions at increasing marginal costs.458

In addition, MICA allows for permit trading within a given coalition: emis-459
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sions for each player have to be covered by the initial allowance net of exports.460

When an exogenous distribution of emission rights, efficient for the coalition, is461

given, players trade until their marginal abatement costs are equalized. There-462

fore, those regions that are over-allocated with permits are able to sell the ex-463

cess to those that demand them, thus inducing a financial flow proportional to464

the endogenous carbon price. The specification of the formulas for the initial465

distributions is given in section 4.1.466

3.2 Climate Rent Curse467

As discussed in detail in Section 2, economic performance is adversely affected468

by the revenues from exporting permits. Following Sachs and Warner (1995),469

a high share of revenues π relative to the gross domestic product GDP reduces470

the growth rate in region i from the counterfactual g0 to g∗ according to471

g∗(i, t) = g0(i, t)−ϕ · π(i, t)
GDP(i, t)

. (1)472

Growth rates g0 and g∗ at time t are averaged over the next twenty years, and473

the parameter ϕ determines the severity of the ‘curse’ effect. Within MICA, the474

counterfactual economic product GDP(i, t) is known and taken from a model475

run assuming no climate rent curse over that period. This also defines the as-476

sociated growth rates g0(i, t). Together with the revenues from permit-trade477

π(i, t), defined through the different allocation schemes within the model, g∗(i, t)478

can directly be calculated. Since the growth rate is endogenous in the model and479

can therefore not be set directly, we adjust the total factor productivity result-480

ing in the reduced growth rate g∗. This interpretation is in line with the most481

prominent channels inducing the curse: unproductive rent-seeking as well as482

inefficient rises in the interest rate hampering innovation. In addition, ingen-483

uine investment decisions can also be attributed to less total factor productivity.484

Other modeling approaches, as for example inefficient saving, are less capable485

to cover the phenomena discussed in the previous sections.486

After the adjusted values for the total factor productivity are found, the model487

is re-run to produce results that include the climate rent curse. Evaluating their488

payoffs under this setting, regions take the adverse effect into account when489

deciding about their participation without preventing its cause.490
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The total factor productivity (α(i, t) in (5)) is adjusted in the following pro-491

cedure for every time step t beginning at the initial period: For time period t,492

we adjust the total factor productivity twenty years ahead α(i, t +20) to reduce493

GDP(i, t + 20) such that the growth rate drops to g∗(i, t). The growth rates494

g0(i, t ′ > t) are updated to take this new value into account. We find that adjust-495

ing α(i, t) has only a small influence on the growth rate of the previous steps,496

and we can therefore apply this algorithm successively for all times t.497

The specified way implicitly assumes that the reduction in total factor produc-498

tivity is not permanent but that countries recover from it fully within a decade499

after the revenue from resources vanishes. This view is optimistic and repre-500

sents a lower bound to the negative effects of the climate rent curse.501

The estimates of ϕ in Sachs and Warner (1995) depend on the number of vari-502

ables controlled for and takes statistically significant values between 6.96 and503

10.57. As we do not include any other variables considered by Sachs and504

Warner (1995) ϕ will take the value of 9.43, which follows from their basic505

regression with only the initial GDP and the resource income controlled for in506

the empirical analysis.507

In section 4.2 we relax the strength of the climate rent curse. This acknowl-508

edges the fact that permits are not totally congruent to conventional resources509

(see section 2) and also the possibility of countries taking measures in order to510

prevent the curse partially.511

4 Implications of the Climate Rent Curse in the Cli-512

mate Game513

In this section, we discuss the influence of four transfer schemes on internal514

stability in the model MICA. In the basic setting, discussed first, we present515

the results without any adverse effects from trading permits. The second part516

demonstrates the implications of a climate rent curse, which crucially influences517

the conclusions of the first part. The basic results will mainly be drawn from518

statistics of the entire ensemble of coalitions (amounting to 2037 distinct ones).519

Specific examples concerning the grand coalition (GC), comprising all players,520

will demonstrate the effects in more detail.521
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4.1 Stability Analysis without the Climate Rent Curse522

Evaluating the whole payoff-matrix in the absence of transfers, 54 internally523

stable coalitions emerge. Out of these, one consists of four players, 17 of three524

players while the others are two-player coalitions. The one with the best perfor-525

mance in environmental terms is: {CHN, OAS}. This coalition achieves 17.2%526

(188 GtC over 200 years) of the abatement undergone in the GC, while the other527

internally stable coalitions on average reach only 5.0% of the abatement in the528

social optimum.529

In order to enhance participation and reach better performance in environmen-530

tal effectiveness, additional measures can be implemented. Since the regions531

within MICA are very heterogeneous in their characteristics on costs and bene-532

fits from mitigation, transfers proof to be a good tool to share surpluses between533

low-costs and high-damage players. We study the influence of four transfer534

schemes, three conventional and one optimal one:535

1. Per-Capita-Convergence (PCC): starting with the permits being allocated536

by grandfathering in the first period, it gradually (with a weighted sum)537

converges to the equal-per-capita permit scheme; transition is completed538

after 50 years (based on Leimbach et al., 2010).539

2. Equal-Per-Capita (PC): permits are handed out proportional to the popu-540

lation (based on Altamirano-Cabrera and Finus, 2006).541

3. Historic Responsibility (HR): permits are handed out inversely propor-542

tional to the emission-population ratio of the players in the starting year543

weighted with the current population (based on Altamirano-Cabrera and544

Finus, 2006).545

4. Optimal Transfers (OT): We follow the algorithm proposed in Kornek546

et al. (2013) and identify the transfers-schemes which achieve internal547

stability in our model if feasible. The left-over surplus, free to be allo-548

cated inside the coalition, is equally shared among the members so as to549

leave everyone of them with a positive incentive to remain a signatory.550

Whereas PC and HR have been termed equitable by Altamirano-Cabrera and Fi-551

nus (2006) because they are based solely on normative criteria, the PCC-scheme552
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takes a more pragmatic view and starts out with a grandfathering mechanism,553

therefore decreasing the burden of the currently large emitters. It induces the554

least magnitude of financial flows among the conventional schemes, which is555

displayed in table 5 where the average and maximum amount of monetary flows556

received in all coalitional structures are displayed. HR requires particularly557

large transfers of up to 13.6 % of the current GDP.558

Table 5: Characteristics of the four transfer schemes: a) Basic setting without

adverse effects from exporting and b) with taking the climate rent curse into

account

No-

transfer

HR PC PCC OT

a)Without climate rent curse

Avg.b total flow (Tr USD)a - 0.73 0.37 0.15 0.02

Max. total transfer (Tr USD)c - 6.26 1.87 0.68 0.08

Max.b transfer (% of current GDP) - 13.6 5.0 2.1 1.2

Internally stable coalitions:

Number 65 33 35 47 480

Max. participation 4 3 3 3 6

Max. Abatement (% of GC) 17.2 9.6 9.6 16.4 31.8

Players stabilized by transfer:

Number - 1958 2702 2576 897

Avg.b total transfer received (Tr USD) a - 0.76 0.41 0.17 0.02

Maxb transfer (% of current GDP) - 13.6 5.0 2.1 1.2

b)With climate rent curse, players stabilized by transfer

Destabilized players, number: - 1887 2662 2395 578

Remaining positive

Vulnerable players - 25 12 22 3

Non-vulnerable players - 46 28 159 316

a Discounted sum of transfers over entire time horizon
b Over whole ensemble
c Discounted sum of transfers over entire time horizon, maximum of whole ensemble

559

As is evident from table 5, many coalitions that are internally stable without560
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transfers are destabilized under the conventional transfer schemes. This is due561

to the fact that these transfers are not designed along the incentives of the re-562

gions. Rather, they are perceived to be fair in distributing the burden of abate-563

ment costs and therefore target the incentives of the developing world only.564

For these players, the conventional transfer schemes induce higher consump-565

tion and therefore a higher payoff inside the coalition. Considering the effect566

of the transfer schemes on individual players rather than whole coalitions, table567

5 therefore displays the number of players that are internally stabilized through568

the redistribution, i.e. where the membership of certain players was encouraged569

through transfers from other signatories inside all possible coalitions.570

The table shows that the number of internally stabilized players is substantial,571

especially for the PC-transfer scheme. Notably, 99.9 % (99.6 %, 93.2 %) of572

these are developing regions in the case of HR (PC, PCC)9 thus showing that573

the design of the conventional transfer schemes is attractive primarily to the de-574

veloping regions. Of course, as only few coalitions are internally stable, there575

are other members that have an incentive to leave them. In order to see this,576

figure 1 shows the financial flows required for all transfer schemes inside the577

grand coalition. Especially AFR and IND benefit from the equitable schemes.578

In AFR (IND) permits account for 2.9 % (13.1 %) of its initial GDP for HR,579

while it is 3.3 % (AFR) and 4.8 % (IND) for PC. To see the diminishing in-580

fluence to the paying players, compare the incentives to stay inside the grand581

coalition in the case of ’No tranfers’ to ’PC ϕ = 0’ in figure 2: the incentives582

of AFR, IND, LAM and OAS are positive but this comes at the disadvantage of583

developed countries.584

As opposed to the examples given so far, transfers can have a tremendous ef-585

fect on internal stability if designed properly. Optimal transfers (OT), as pro-586

posed e.g. by Weikard et al. (2006), induce increased participation. We apply587

the framework developed in Kornek et al. (2013) and find 480 coalitions in588

MICA internally stabilized using the OT mechanism, among which the largest589

include six players. With reference to table 5, the maximum environmental590

effectiveness and participation improve compared to the internally stable coali-591

tions in the no-transfer case. Financial flows are significantly reduced compared592

to the two equitable schemes, with the maximum share accounting for 1.2 % of593

9Developing regions are identified according to the list given by ISI (2012). A region in
MICA counts as ’developing’ if more than 50 % of its GDP is made up of developing countries.
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GDP.10
594

As we have seen in the discussion so far, proposed conventional transfer schemes595

from the literature imply large monetary flows between regions, not always to596

the benefit of stabilizing whole coalitions but targeting the developing world597

at the expense of rich players. This induces them to remain a member to an598

agreement that distributes the climate rent well from a normative perspective599

because a large burden of abatement costs is shifted from the poor to the rich.600

Overall, cooperation is however not enhanced because the conventional transfer601

schemes are not designed in accordance to the incentives of the players. On the602

contrary, transfers are able to enhance cooperation greatly if designed properly603

in the form of optimal transfers, which foster a large increase in participation to604

an internally stable climate agreement.605

Looking at the magnitude of required transfers in table 5, however, it is ques-606

tionable if one could expect these large financial flows to solely induce higher607

consumption, which they are designed for. As we have argued in section 2,608

the permit as a scarce resource may show adverse effects comparable to the re-609

source curse. We therefore proceed with analyzing the performance of the four610

transfer schemes when this effect is taken into account.611

4.2 The Influence of the Climate Rent Curse612

Building on the analyses in section 2 as well as in the previous section, this613

section studies the magnitude of the adverse effects of a climate rent curse. The614

adverse effect is known to each player and taken into account when deciding615

about her membership without being able to influence it. Players are in this re-616

spect understood as benevolent governments aiming to maximize their region’s617

intertemporal welfare during the climate negotiations.618

Expecting a climate rent curse to materialize essentially destabilizes all inter-619

nally stable coalitions for the conventional transfer schemes that involve vul-620

nerable players (for the identity of these players see section 2.3). In order to621

see the influences in a distinct example, figure 2 shows the consequences of a622

curse for the grand coalition (that is not stable) under the PC transfer scheme.623

10Flows under the OT-mechanism are significantly decreased as signatory and non-signatory
solutions exhibit only small variations from each other compared to the magnitude of the climate
rent.
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Looking at the influence of a climate rent curse, the bars ’ϕ = 9.43’ show, as624

expected, that the stability function of the affected players that receive positive625

transfers inside the coalition is reduced in value; the magnitude of the decrease626

is substantial.627

In order to track the reasons for this in more detail, it is worthwhile to consider628

the optimal division of output among the expenditure options (see equation (17)629

in the Appendix) – consumption, saving, mitigation costs, damage costs and net630

exports – with and without a curse. Figure 3 displays the change in the budget-631

decisions when the climate rent curse is introduced inside the grand coalition632

and with the PC-scheme in place: the discounted sum (over the entire time633

horizon) of the difference in each expenditure option with a climate rent curse634

and without any adverse effects. For players that are not directly affected by635

the curse only minor changes occur due to general equilibrium effects. Each636

expenditure option is negatively influenced for players affected by the climate637

rent curse, i.e. AFR, IND, LAM, and OAS, which reflects the fact that the over-638

all production without the curse is, as expected, higher. Interestingly, the figure639

depicts that this change in production is over-proportionally transformed into640

a cut in consumption. The allocation in efficient saving is changing compara-641

bly less. This is due to the fact that the interest rate, governing the investment642

decision, is determined by the production of all players and is therefore only643

marginally affected by the decrease in total factor productivity of the vulner-644

able players. Saving therefore has to decrease for them when introducing the645

climate rent curse, which in turn leads to even less production in later periods646

and therefore to sharp decreases in consumption.11
647

The preceding analysis explains why the entire surpluses of the developing re-648

gions AFR and IND are canceled by the climate rent curse inside the grand649

coalition and all players are left with a negative incentive to stay inside the650

agreement. The overall welfare of the coalition is below the ’No Transfer’ case651

and the seemingly attractive attributes of the equitable transfer scheme, the rich652

paying the poor for their abatement, is lost.653

Looking at the stability across all coalitions, table 5 displays the basic statistics654

about the internal stability of players the transfer mechanisms originally en-655

11The negative contributions from damages are due to the fact that without a climate rent
curse, production in affected regions is higher. This is turn leads to higher damages as these are
proportional to the output, see equation (5).
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couraged to participate. For HR (PC, PCC) out of 1912 (2674, 2417) players,656

which are vulnerable to the climate rent curse, only 25 (12, 22) still remain with657

a positive incentive after taking the climate rent curse into account showing the658

severe negative influence of a climate rent curse in the case of the equitable659

transfer schemes.660

One may suspect that this negative outcome is due to the rather high payments661

involved in the conventional transfer schemes. On the contrary, almost all662

coalitions, internally stabilized by the OT-scheme, are destabilized under the663

influence of a climate rent curse as well:12 Only 30 affected coalitions remain664

internally stable. Looking at internally stabilized players that are affected by665

the curse, just 3 out of 581 remain with a positive incentive to stay. How-666

ever, this result crucially depends on the fact that in the OT-scheme, due to the667

small amount of surplus shifted, each player also has a significantly decreased668

value of the stability function. Although the negative effects caused by the cli-669

mate rent curse are much decreased in magnitude compared to the conventional670

transfer schemes, these small changes already influence internal stability in the671

negative direction.672

As the analysis has shown so far, the adverse effects of the proposed climate673

rent curse are so large that internal stability is greatly reduced irrespective of the674

design of the transfer scheme. Especially, decreased magnitude of the transfers675

involved could not improve upon this result. We therefore conclude the analysis676

with a parameter study of the strength of the climate finance curse.677

Varying the Strength of the Climate Rent Curse678

In order to examine how the assumed strength of the climate rent curse affects679

the results from above, we study the influence of decreasing values for the pa-680

rameter ϕ in a sensitivity analysis. This generally takes into account that the681

permit is not exactly congruent to conventional resources and, additionally, it682

describes the ability of the players to apply measures to handle the large wind-683

fall revenues in a better way. As discussed in section 2, this would require to684

address the different channels of the conventional resource curse so as to de-685

crease ϕ .13 Before presenting the results from the model, we provide a rough686

12The OT-transfers stay at their level without the climate rent curse.
13Rodrik (2007) discusses in great detail how policy reforms should be designed in order to

enhance the growth prospects in the face of various economic and institutional constraints. In
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estimate for when the value of ϕ is small enough so that a transfer induces an687

increase in payoff.688

Consider a player with initial consumption c, growth rate of consumption over689

20 years g and constant interest rate r. The payoff of this player is then approx-690

imately given by691

U(c,g)≈ c+
c · expg·20

(1+ r)20 .692

Increasing the initial consumption c0 by ∆c, we assume the growth rate g to be693

negatively affected: g = g0−ϕ
∆c

∆c+c0
. The change in payoff, approximated for694

small ϕ , is:695

∆U =U(c0 +∆c,g0−ϕ
∆c

∆c+ c0
)−U(c0,g0)≈ ∆c−ϕ

c0 · expg0·20

(1+ r)20
∆c ·20
∆c+ c0

.696

From this, we can give an upper bound to ϕ in order for the change ∆U to be697

positive:698

ϕ <
(1+ ∆c

c0
) 1

20
expg0·20
(1+r)20

.699

The maximum strength of the curse is affected by three determinants: i) larger700

transfers ∆c relax the upper bound, ii) lower interest rates r and iii) higher701

average growth rates g0 reduce the upper bound. Using numbers from MICA702

for the period 2005 to 2025, the average growth rate in consumption is g0 =703

4.1% and the average interest rate is r = 5.9%. For values of ∆c
c0

= 0.001...0.15704

the upper bound on ϕ is 7.0...8.1. Following this approximation, the strength705

of the curse would have to be in the order of ϕ = 7 in order for the transfer to706

still induce a higher payoff.707

The presented estimate of the maximum ϕ neglects a number of important fea-708

tures that our model incorporates: the change in transfers, interest rate and709

growth rate of consumption over time, the savings dynamics and the connec-710

tion of resource income to GDP-growth. In addition, this estimate is only valid711

our model, an endogenous choice of the strength of the resource curse is not considered but an
extension that includes the costs of reform would be an interesting future research topic.
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for increases in the utility: for coalition formation, one needs to consider the712

stability function. We therefore investigate the impact of varying the strength713

of ϕ on the whole ensemble of our model for each transfer scheme separately.714

Figure 4 summarizes the results by showing the percentage of affected players715

that the respective transfer scheme encouraged to participate and that the cli-716

mate rent curse destabilized at different strengths of ϕ = (2,4,6,8,9.43). The717

points ’ϕ = 9.43’ represent the data from table 5.718

The figure shows that for strengths of the curse ϕ ≥ 8, the majority of internally719

stabilized players becomes destabilized. At first sight, this is in accordance to720

our estimate. When looking at the data in more detail, however, it becomes721

apparent that for all three conventional transfers a negative outcome is more722

likely with larger magnitudes of the transfer for ϕ ≥ 8 (not shown). This can723

be attributed to the dynamics of the model: If a transfer is received during the724

first period, it will not solely influence consumption in the beginning but due to725

the investment dynamics, consumption at later periods is also reduced (see the726

discussion of figure 3). Therefore all conventional transfer schemes perform727

badly as they induce transfers especially in the first century.728

Lowering ϕ further, the negative effect of the curse on internal stability is729

greatly reduced. Decreasing ϕ from 6 to 4 seems to induce the largest num-730

ber of players to change to a positive incentive to stay inside the agreement for731

the conventional transfer schemes. The timing of transfers is now less impor-732

tant and larger financial flows are more likely to induce a positive effect. When733

ϕ decreases to a value of 4, the majority of affected players, which the conven-734

tional transfer scheme internally stabilized, remains with a positive incentive to735

stay inside the agreement even if the climate finance curse is taken into account.736

The OT-scheme is different in this respect as the number of players destabilized737

remains high when reducing the strength. This is due to the fact that by de-738

sign this mechanism leaves the players only with a slightly positive incentive739

to stay inside the coalition without a curse. Inducing only moderate negative740

effects can already reduce the value of the stability function to negative signs.741

However, the number of internally stable coalitions increases greatly when the742

strength of the curse is reduced. Table 6 shows the number of internally stable743

coalitions that are affected by a curse in the form of reduced growth and their744

performance in size and environmental effectiveness.14 At a strength of ϕ = 4,745

14The best performing internally stable coalition under the OT-scheme that is not affected by
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174 internally stable coalitions exist with the best performing one reaching an746

abatement of 23.9 % of the social optimum and with maximum participation at747

5 players. Due to the greatly stabilizing characteristics of this transfer scheme,748

cooperation remains significantly enhanced for moderate strengths of the curse.749

Summing it up, this analysis suggests that the strength of the climate finance750

curse demands decreased values to around 4 compared to historically observed751

ones in order for the transfers to largely preserve their intended effects. Espe-752

cially the OT-scheme performs well in terms of enhancing cooperation.753

Table 6: Performance of internally stable coalitions under the OT-scheme that
are affected by the climate rent curse under varying strengths ϕ

ϕ 0 2 4 6 8 9

Nb. of internally stable coalitions 430 269 174 96 46 30
Max. abatement (% of GC) 31.4 26.6 23.9 21.7 17.0 17.0

Max. participation 6 6 5 5 4 4

5 Discussion and Conclusion754

Being confronted with global climate change, developing countries face a tragedy:755

While not having caused global emissions to rise, as their cumulated historic756

CO2 emissions are comparably low, impacts from climate change seem to be757

most severe in developing regions of the tropics and sub-tropics. Luckily –758

one might think – costs of mitigation are comparably low or even negative,759

depending on the allocation scheme that is applied (Luderer et al., 2012a). In760

this respect, transfers are seen to be a crucial tool from an equity point of view761

(Edenhofer et al., 2010b), which manifests in developing countries calling for762

allocation schemes based on historical responsibilities or equal per capita emis-763

sions. Also, in game theoretical analyses transfers between players are found to764

be pivotal to increase the size and number of stable climate coalitions (Dellink,765

2011).766

In the light of our analysis we conclude that climate rents induced by inter-767

national carbon markets show characteristics comparable to resource rents that768

have been harmful for long-term economic growth of countries in the past. Even769

the curse achieves an abatement of 19.3 % of the social optimum at a strength of ϕ = 9.43.
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though not totally congruent, all channels of the resource curse might be rele-770

vant for a potential climate rent curse. First, Dutch-Disease spending effects771

will also occur in the case of receiving climate rents. Second, volatility of per-772

mit prices observed today is comparable or even higher than volatility observed773

on resource markets. Third, institutional quality in countries potentially receiv-774

ing the climate rent based on ethical considerations is at present significantly775

lower than in countries that managed to absorb resource rents relatively well in776

the past, and rent-seeking can be expected to be high. Thus, it is unlikely that777

negative effects of Dutch Disease, rent seeking and volatility can be counter-778

vailed by good institutions as it has been the case in countries that have so far779

performed well despite high resource exports.780

In how far an emission permit bonanza is a blessing or a curse for countries781

susceptible to this ‘climate rent curse’ is a trade-off between the revenues from782

permit sales and the adverse effects associated with it. Given our assumptions783

on how vulnerable economies are affected, and how severe the effect on growth784

is, our numerical experiments suggest that for a range of equitable, pragmatic785

and incentive compatible allocation schemes, the influence of transfers in per-786

mits are almost exclusively negative.787

As a consequence, based on our coalition model, we find the incentives to re-788

main a signatory to decrease significantly as soon as we introduce the resource789

curse. This of course assumes rational behavior of agents and – maybe more im-790

portant – benevolent behavior of negotiators and governments whose explicitly791

damaging – i.e. rent seeking – behavior is a major driver of the curse. Therefore,792

in a climate negotiation game, countries that are identified to be vulnerable to793

a curse might nevertheless join a climate coalition. However, we interpret our794

results from a different angle. Reasonably expecting a climate rent curse, how795

should climate policy be designed to avoid negative effects on developing coun-796

tries’ long term growth prospects? Nevertheless it remains an interesting area797

of new research how results would change if non-benevolent negotiators were798

explicitly modeled.799

Based on our analysis we can derive different answers to this question. When800

assuming a carbon market involving transfers to developing countries it is cru-801

cial to bring down the severity of the curse in those countries. Trying to neu-802

tralize particular channels of the resource curse might be a way to achieve this803

goal.804
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The quality of institutions seems to be a pivotal prerequisite to control rent-805

seeking and to provide the necessary quality of financial markets to control for806

volatility. As it can be assumed that institutional quality increases with eco-807

nomic development it may be reasonable to postpone transfers in time until808

developing countries have reached a particular level of institutional quality. In809

this respect the design of a carbon market can have an impact on the severity810

of the resource curse. Integrating a maximum number of heterogeneous coun-811

tries in combination with a flexible design regarding the freedom in when to812

emit (e.g. by allowing for banking) can bring down price volatility significantly.813

Choosing a different allocation scheme implying less rents, e.g. grand-fathering814

or optimal transfers, can be less problematic with respect to rent seeking, but815

is however difficult to justify from an equity perspective. This raises the gen-816

eral question whether developing countries can and should be integrated into an817

international carbon market or whether other instruments are preferable.818

Observing that transfers have potentially damaging effects, a carbon tax regime819

might generally be preferable over a quantity instrument. Raising a carbon tax820

would give less room for rent seeking, as artificial scarcities, monopolies or821

rents are not created (Nordhaus, 2007). Spending effects implied by Dutch-822

Disease can probably be avoided and in addition volatility concerns raised in823

a carbon market can be eased. However, a carbon tax in developing countries824

implies that mitigation costs would need to be covered by themselves, which825

again raises questions of equity and justice and might even slow down poor826

countries’ growth prospects (Jakob and Steckel, 2013).827

It is also conceivable that transfers could be collected and managed interna-828

tionally. For example, a fund could be used to provide necessary additional829

investments needed to finance low-carbon technologies (Jakob et al., 2012) or830

foster investments in infrastructure needed to avoid lock-ins (Mattauch et al.,831

2012). Also, revenues generated by an international carbon market could be832

used to buy down the costs of low carbon technologies.833

In any case, simply integrating developing countries into a – Kyoto like – global834

carbon market in our perspective might add a third dimension to the tragedy835

mentioned above: Not only would countries in developing regions face high836

impacts, but designing climate policy in a way that would leave them with837

extraordinary climate rents might additionally corrupt their long term growth838

prospects.839
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A Model Equations844

In this section, we present the details of our numerical model. The model builds845

on Lessmann et al. (2009) and Lessmann and Edenhofer (2011) but uses eleven846

world regions as players, instead of nine symmetric players in cited studies. In847

the following, we first describe the model equations, their calibration, and the848

numerical procedure to solve the model.849

Preferences850

We model the world economy as a set of N = 11 regions (or players), see table851

7. Players decide in an intertemporal setting which share of income to consume852

today and which share to save and invest for future consumption. Intertemporal853

welfare Wi and instantaneous utility function U based on per capita consump-854

tion are given by:855

Wi =
∫

∞

0
lit U(cit/lit)e−ρt dt (2)856

U(cit/lit) =


(cit/lit)1−η

1−η
if η 6= 1

log(cit/lit) if η = 1.
(3)857

Here, cit and lit denote consumption and labor in region i at time t, respectively.858

Parameter ρ is the pure rate of time preference, and parameter η denotes the859

elasticity of marginal utility.860
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Table 7: Regions as defined in MICA and corresponding world regions

Model region Countries

AFR Sub-Saharan Africa w/o South Africa
CHN China
EUR EU27 countries
IND India
JPN Japan
LAM All American countries but Canada and the US
MEA North Africa, Middle Eastern and Arab Gulf Countries, Re-

source exporting countries of FSU, Pakistan
OAS South East Asia, both Koreas, Mongolia, Nepal,

Afghanistan
ROW Non-EU27 European states w/o Russia, Australia, Canada,

New Zealand and South Africa
RUS Russia
USA USA

Technology861

The economic output yit in each region is produced with a constant elasticity of862

substitution (CES) production technology F with share parameter γ and elas-863

ticity of substitution ρF . The total factor productivity αit is the one in the base864

setting. Climate change damages (defined below in Equation 16) destroy a frac-865

tion 1−Ωit of the production. Economic output is further reduced by abatement866

costs 1−Λit (defined in equation 9). F is calibrated using the initial values of867

output, labor productivity, labor, and capital (yi0, λi0, li0, and ki0).868

yit = (1−Λit −Ωit )F(lit ,kit) (4)869

F(lit ,kit) = αityi0

[
(1− γ)

(
λit lit
λi0li0

)ρF

+ γ

(
kit

ki0

)ρF
](1/ρF )

(5)870

Labor lit is given exogenously, as is labor productivity λit . Capital kit accumu-871

lates with investments iit and is depreciated at rate δi.872
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d
dt

kit = iit −δikit (6)873

(7)874

Emissions and Emission Allowances875

Greenhouse gas emissions eit are a byproduct of economic activity yit . We876

assume that the emission intensity σit falls exogenously due to technological877

progress: σit = σ0(i)
[
·(1−σmin(i))expν1(i)·t+ν2(i)·t2

+σmin(i)
]
. Beyond this,878

emissions may be reduced by abatement ait at the cost of Λit , where the generic879

functional form is taken form Nordhaus and Yang (1996).880

eit = yit σit (1−ait) (8)881

Λit = b1
it · (ait)

b2
i (9)882

Emission allowances may be traded internationally (zit denotes net export of883

allowances by region i), but we exclude intertemporal banking and borrowing884

of allowances, i.e. total imported and exported allowances must be balanced in885

every period.886

eit ≤ qit − zit (10)887

∑
j

z jt = 0, ∀t (11)888

Climate Dynamics889

Global warming is driven by total global emissions of CO2 into the atmosphere,890

which are equal to cumulative total emission allowances Qt .891

d
dt

Ct = ζ Qt −κ(Ct −C0)+ψ Et (12)892

d
dt

Et = Qt (13)893

Qt = ∑
i

qit (14)894
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Equation 12 translates global emissions into carbon concentration in the atmo-895

sphere C. Concentration C rises with global allowances (same as emissions),896

where ζ converts emissions into a change in concentration, and it decreases897

due to the carbon uptake of the oceans proportional (κ) to the increase above898

the pre-industrial level C0. The final term limits the ocean carbon uptake (to the899

fraction 1−ψ/ζ κ in equilibrium). For more details on the climate equations900

see Petschel-Held et al. (1999).901

d
dt

Tt = µ log(Ct/C0)−φ(Tt −T0) (15)902

Equation 15 transforms concentration levels into a global mean atmospheric903

temperature increase T . Here, parameter µ controls the strength of the tem-904

perature reaction to a change in concentration, whereas parameter φ is related905

to its timing. Together, they have an interpretation as the “climate sensitivity”906

(µ/φ · log2), i.e. the equilibrium temperature increase for a doubling of the con-907

centration. In view of the inertia of the climate system, we run the model for908

250 years in steps of 10 years.909

The climate change damage function is taken from Dellink et al. (2004):910

Ωit = 1+θ2i(Tt)
2 (16)911

Two sets of “book keeping” equations complete the model: the budget con-912

straints for consumption and investments for each region at every point in time,913

as well as the intertemporal budget constraint ensuring that over the entire time914

horizon, the import value must equal the export value in each region.915

yit +mit = cit + iit +bit + xit (17)916 ∫
∞

0
pt mit dt =

∫
∞

0
pt xit + pz

t zitdt (18)917

Variables mit and xit are imports and exports of region i, respectively, and pt918

and pz
t are the prices of goods and allowances, respectively.919
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Model Calibration920

The focus of this model is on the incentive of regions to participate in the in-921

ternational abatement effort. For the calibration of the model, two aspects are922

therefore of primary importance: the costs of emissions reductions and associ-923

ated benefits, i.e. foregone damages.924

For an estimate of mitigation costs, we calibrate our model to a large scale in-925

tegrated assessment model, REMIND-R (Leimbach et al., 2010). MICA and926

REMIND-R share some important features, resulting in similar economic dy-927

namics: both are multi-region optimal growth models driven by the maximiza-928

tion of intertemporal utility, and both allow for intertemporal trade. Thus, when929

using the same initial values (ki0, li0, yi0), exogenous population scenario (lit),930

and parameter values where possible (i.e. in the utility function: ρ , η , in the931

production function: γ , ρF , and in capital dynamics: δi), and calibrating the932

labor productivity (λit), the economic dynamics in absence of climate policy or933

climate change damages are in “good agreement.” We measure this agreement934

by computing the coefficient of determination R2 for yit , and cit over the first935

10 decades. With rare exceptions, the resulting R2 are large (columns 1-2 of936

Table 8). The exogenous decline in emission intensity σit was chosen by cali-937

brating the parameters (σ0(i), σmin(i), ν1(i), ν2(i)) such that emissions over the938

century coincide. Here we report remaining difference as the deviation of cu-939

mulative emissions over the first century, with values around 5 % in all regions940

(see column 4 in table 8).941

The actual costs of reducing emission by ait percent versus these baseline dy-942

namics are defined by the cost function Λ (equation 9). We calibrate its parame-943

ters, b1
it and b2

i , to reproduce the abatement costs in REMIND-R, such that both944

models reduce emissions by the same amount over the century under the two945

carbon tax scenarios (high tax and low tax). For this, the b1
it follow the generic946

equation (b1
it = b0

i ·eϑi·t +binf
i ), whose parameters (b0

i , ϑi, binf
i )) are then found947

to best fit to the abatement of REMIND-R. The remaining difference is reported948

in columns 5-6 in table 8.949

Information on climate change damages is available in the literature in form950

of damage functions. We use the damage function from Dellink et al. (2004),951

which we rescale to the spacial layout of our eleven regions (see (Nordhaus,952

2002) for a discussion of spatial rescaling).953
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Table 8: Remaining errors in the calibration of MICA. We measure the
goodness-of-fit by the R2 value, except for emissions where the difference in
their cumulative amount over the century is reported.

BAU Tax Abatement
Region Product Consumption Emissions (%) low tax high tax

AFR 0.971 0.961 6.514 0.939 0.950
CHN 0.938 0.932 1.341 0.865 0.958
EUR 0.981 0.922 1.806 0.932 0.923
IND 0.998 0.957 1.723 0.954 0.973
JPN 0.988 0.852 -0.158 0.945 0.966
LAM 0.987 0.990 0.849 0.901 0.911
MEA 0.990 0.984 2.893 0.983 0.993
OAS 0.993 0.932 3.309 0.895 0.909
ROW 0.993 0.919 4.274 0.895 0.943
RUS 0.982 0.835 0.617 0.984 0.911
USA 0.991 0.954 2.341 0.980 0.992

Solving the Model for the Game’s Equilibrium954

We are considering a two stage game of, first, membership in an international955

environmental agreement (IEA), and second, an emission game where players956

choose their emission allowances.957

The game is solved numerically by backward induction, i.e. first we compute958

partial agreement Nash equilibria (PANE, cf. Chander and Tulkens 1995) for959

all possible coalitions, then we test these coalitions for internal and external960

stability according to the following criteria:961

Wi|S ≥ Wi|S\{i} for i ∈ S (internal stability) (19)962

Wj
∣∣
S > Wj

∣∣
S∪{ j} for j /∈ S (external stability) (20)963

The computation of the PANE for the second stage is complicated by the fact964

that we are looking at an intertemporal optimization model featuring an envi-965

ronmental externality as well as international trade. To our knowledge, there are966

no out-of-the-box solvers available to solve such a model in primal form. Less-967

mann et al. (2009) suggest an iterative approach based on Negishi’s approach968
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(Negishi, 1972). For this study, we use a modified version of the iterative algo-969

rithm, which works as follows:970

Negishi’s approach searches for the social planner solution that corresponds to971

a competitive equilibrium by varying the weights ωi in the joint welfare maxi-972

mization:15
973

max
{i jt ,a jt ,m jt ,x jt ,z jt : j=1...N}

N

∑
i=1

ωiWi (21)974

subject to Equations 2–17 (22)975

Since this exploits the fundamental theorems of welfare economics, the ap-976

proach cannot be applied for an economy with externalities. In principle, this977

problem is circumvented by making any external effect on other players ex-978

ogenous to model (turning variables into parameters that are adjusted in an979

iteration).980

Here, the externalities are climate change damages through aggregate global

emissions. In Nash equilibrium, players will only anticipate the effect that their

emissions have on their own economic output, not the effect onto other players’

output. We can mimic this in a social planner solution by giving each player

his own perception of the causal link between emissions and global warming.

Instead of Equation 12, which describes one trajectory of concentration Ct , we

introduce N equations for Cit :

d
dt

Cit = ζ

(
qit +∑

j 6=i
q jt

)
−κ(Ct −C0)+ψ Et ∀i/∈S (23)

d
dt

Cit = ζ

(
∑
k∈S

qkt + ∑
j/∈S

q jt

)
−κ(Ct −C0)+ψ Et ∀i∈S (24)

Here, the allowance choices of other players enter as a fixed value (a parameter,981

indicated by the bar), set to the levels of the corresponding variables during the982

previous iteration (or some initial value). The sum of allowances in Equation 13983

needs to be adjusted analogously, and the temperature Equation 15 will conse-984

quently have N instances for Tit , too. The temperature change Tit , anticipated985

by player i, will then enter in Equation 16 instead of Tt .986

15Note that the intertemporal budget constraint Equation 18, which contains the (a priori
unknown) market clearing prices is omitted from the model.
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The thusly modified model is then solved in a nested iteration: In the inner987

iteration we solve the model for a given vector q = (qit) of allowance choices988

repeatedly, updating qit = qit at the end of each iteration, i.e. we perform a989

fixed point iteration of the mapping q = G(q) where G is the best response of990

players to the exogenously given strategy qit of the other players. If the inner991

iteration converges, it converges to a Nash equilibrium in allowance choices.992

However, the international markets for allowances and private goods may not993

be a competitive equilibrium. This is what the outer iteration achieves.994

The outer iteration follows the standard Negishi approach: we adjust the wel-995

fare weights ωi in the joint welfare function (Equation 21) until the intertempo-996

ral budget constraint (Equation 18) is satisfied. The resulting equilibrium is the997

desired PANE.998

Numerical Verification of the Equilibrium999

We verify the resulting candidate PANE equilibrium strategies in emissions and1000

trade numerically by comparing them to the results of the following maximiza-1001

tion problems:1002

∀i max
{iit ,ait ,mit ,xit ,zit}

Wi

subject to Equations 2–18 and prices pt , pz
t

(25)1003

Deviations of this model from our solution should be within the order of magni-1004

tude of numerical accuracy only, which is what we find (not shown). In particu-1005

lar, simultaneous clearance of all international markets confirms the competitive1006

equilibrium in international trade.1007
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Figure 1: Total, discounted transfers under the three conventional schemes and
a hypothetical optimal transfers scheme for the grand coalition (it is not feasible
as 1.3 tr USD are missing)
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Figure 2: Stability function (payoff inside the coalition net of payoff outside of
the remaining coalition) the grand coalition under 1) No transfer payments and
2) under the PC-Scheme without a climate curse and with the curse present (see
equation (1))
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Figure 3: Discounted sum of difference in budget-decisions when no adverse
effects occur (ϕ = 0) to when the climate finance curse is taken into account
(ϕ = 9.43) (entire time horizon), inside the grand coalition and with the PC-
scheme implemented
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Figure 4: Percentage of affected players encouraged to participate by the trans-
fer scheme without any adverse effect and destabilized under different strengths
of the climate rent curse (for ϕ see equation (1))
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